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aBStract
Synchrotron X-ray powder diffraction experiments have been performed on dehydrated Csexchanged natrolite to systematically investigate successive transitions under high pressures and
temperatures. At pressures above 0.5(1) GPa using H2O as a pressure-transmitting medium and
after heating to 100 °C, dehydrated Cs16Al16Si24O80 (deh-Cs-NAT) transforms to a hydrated phase
Cs16Al16Si24O80·16H2O (Cs-NAT-II), which has a ca. 13.9% larger unit-cell volume. Further compression and heating to 1.5 GPa and 145 °C results in the transformation of Cs-NAT-II to Cs16Al16Si32O96
(anh-Cs-POL), a H2O-free pollucite-like triclinic phase with a 15.6% smaller unit-cell volume per 80
framework oxygen atoms (80Of). At pressures and temperatures of 3.7 GPa and 180 °C, a new phase
Cs1.547Al1.548Si6.452O16 (Cs-HEX) with a hexacelsian framework forms, which has a ca. 1.8% smaller
unit-cell volume per 80Of . This phase can be recovered after pressure release. The structure of the
P63/mcm with a = 5.3731(2) Å and c = 16.6834(8)
spar (i.e., BaAl2Si2O8), Cs-HEX contains Cs+ cations that act as bridges between the upper and lower
layers composed of tetrahedra and are hexa-coordinated to the upper and lower 6-membered ring
windows. These pressure- and temperature-induced reactions from a zeolite to a feldspar-like material
are important constraints for the design of materials for Cs+ immobilization in nuclear waste disposal.
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introDuction
Natrolite (ideally Na 16Al16Si24O80·16H2O, Na-NAT) is a
small pore aluminosilicate mineral that has been characterized
in the early 1930s as a member of the “fibrous zeolites” group,
with a framework composed of T5O10 tetrahedral units (Pauling
1930; Taylor et al. 1933). Although natrolite forms in many
hydrothermal environments (Klaproth 1803), technological
applications for it have been limited as its pores are small (~2.6
Å) and filled with strongly bonded Na+-H2O clusters (Baur et
al. 1990). However, it has recently been demonstrated that
after exchanging Na+ by K+, these ordered Na+-H2O cluster
rearrange into disordered K+-H2O ones concomitant with a
~10% expansion of the unit-cell volume (Lee et al. 2010,
2013). Subsequently, facile ion exchange of K+ by Rb+, Cs+,
Ca2+, Sr2+, Ba2+, Cd2+, Pb2+, and Ag+ as extra-framework cations
(EFC) is possible using traditional solution exchange methods,
thus defying the notion that natrolite is only a “soda-stone”
(Lee et al. 2011).
Natrolite has also been shown to undergo intriguing structural changes under hydrostatic pressure. When compressed using hydrous liquids as pressure-transmitting media, the unit-cell
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volume of natrolite expands by ca. 7% at 1 GPa while it adsorbs
H2O into its pores and forms Na16Al16Si24O80·24H2O (Lee et al.
2005). It subsequently contracts by ca. 5% at 1.2 GPa while
continuing to adsorb H2O and forms a “super-hydrated” zeolite
Na16Al16Si24O80·32H2O (Lee et al. 2005). Super-hydration in
natrolite occurs via cooperative rotations and anti-rotations of
the T5O10 tetrahedral units, which increase the pore H2O content
by 50% at 1 and 1.2 GPa, respectively, while the framework remains intact. This has been coined “pressure-induced hydration
(PIH)” and found to be a general property of the natrolite framework depending on the type of EFC being present (Gatta 2005;
Seoung et al. 2013; Gatta and Lee 2014). The observed unit-cell
volume expansion is inversely related to the size of the EFC:
Li+-exchanged natrolite exhibits the largest volume expansion
of ca. 20.6(1)% while doubling its H2O content near 1 GPa,
whereas Rb+-exchanged natrolite super-hydrates near 2 GPa,
while undergoing only a minute unit-cell volume expansion of
0.3(1)% when doubling its H2O content (Seoung et al. 2013).
Grima et al. (2007) showed that natrolite is an auxetic zeolite,
having negative Poisson’s ratios and thus being able to contract
perpendicular to the direction it is being compressed (Grima et
al. 2007). Using density functional theory (DFT), the auxetic
properties of natrolites containing monovalent EFC could be
modeled and, furthermore, it was proposed that Cs-natrolite,
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